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SPECIFICATIONS
Reclined Dimensions: 74” L x 34” W x 32” H

Upright Dimensions:  63” L x 34” W x 46” H 

Seat Dimensions: 20” W x 18” D x 21" H

Required Recline Clearance:  2"

Product Weight:  313 lb

Maximum Load Weight:  285 lb

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural
3-Years Parts
1-Year In-Home Service
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EVOLVING
THE MASSAGE 
EXPERIENCE.

Change the way you experience wellness with the Human Touch® 

Super Novo 2.0, which offers a captivating design and delivers an 

advanced IntelliTrack 3D massage along the entire length of your 

spine and all the way down to your thighs. Choose from Meditation 

programs that combine a soothing soundtrack with your massage, 

helping you to focus your breathing and achieve a relaxed state of 

being. Or try the Yoga Studio programs, which use deep stretching 

and pressure to loosen and relieve pain from tight muscles. 
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SUPER NOVO 2.0

HEALTH & 
WELLNESS 

BENEFITS
RESTORATION
Modern life can cause stress injuries, such as tension 
headaches from excessive screen time or back pain from 
constant poor posture. Daily massage helps correct these 
habitual strains in order to improve your overall health.

REJUVENATION
Massage helps improve mental clarity and reduce anxiety. Even 
just 15 minutes can contribute to better sleep, improved mental 
focus, and a greater sense of well-being.

RECOVERY
Regular massage helps to prepare for, and recover from, 
strenuous workouts by increasing oxygen-rich blood to tired 
and sore muscles. This helps improve physical mobility and 
minimize recovery time.

REHABILITATION
Massage can help the body recover from a variety of physical 
conditions, including back pain, Sciatica, Arthritis, Fibromyalgia, 
and much more.

I've had the massage chair for a week 
and my chronic lower back pain vanishes 
after sitting in the chair. The combination 
of heat, zero gravity and "L -Track" 
technology that massages your glutes as 
well as lower back is pure heaven...I can't 
say enough about the chair! 

— Mario
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4D MASSAGE 
PROGRAMS

While 3D programs add depth, 4D programs 
take massage one step further to include the 
dimension of variable speed. Massage strokes 
speed up and slow down mid-stroke, just like 
the hands of a professional massage therapist, 
for the most realistic massage yet! 

S- and L-Track

Maximum Coverage Unibody Design  
While the L-Track extends high-
performance coverage from your 
neck and shoulders all the way 
down to your glutes and thighs, the 
S-Track closely follows the curvature 
of the spine. The result is a massage 
that is designed to move with the 
natural curves of your body for 
optimal results.

S- AND L-TRACK SYSTEM
ACUPOINT® 
BODY SENSING
Rapid shoulder height detection 
to map your massage for 
maximum effectiveness.

Built-in Sound Soothe provides
immersive sounds of nature.

76
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AUTO-WELLNESS PROGRAMS
Indulge in 38 programs, including 
three 4D massage programs, full-
body immersion, deep tissue, and an 
effective collection of therapeutic 
relaxation and recovery programs.

SPACE SAVING DESIGN 
Only 2” of rear wall clearance is 
required ito pivot seamlessly from 
the upright to reclined position.

PREMIUM SOUND BY JBL
Immerse yourself in soothing music while enjoying a relaxing 
massage. Easily connect your device to the built-in speakers 
via Bluetooth.

DUAL-LUMBAR HEAT 
Adjustable and targeted heat gently 
soothes the back to loosen tight 
muscles and help relieve pain. 

INTELLITRACK MASSAGE 
TECHNOLOGY
Featuring five intensity 
settings and a dynamic 3D massage 
experience that detects the unique 
curvature of each individual's 
spine, ensuring a truly personalized 
massage with just the right pressure.

CLOUD TOUCH ACUPRESSURE
Strategically placed, targeted aircells apply pressure 
to key healing points and manipulate your body to 
stretch muscles.

FULL-BODY STRETCH
Our expansive “bend and stretch” 
functionality provides unprecedented 
leg and spine relief. It increases blood 
flow to the vertebrae and discs, 
rejuvenates the lower back, and allows 
you to recover with greater efficiency.

ADVANCED FINGERTIP CONTROLS  
Fast-access controls perform key functions, 
effortlessly.

BATTERY BACKUP 
This safety feature will enable you to incline the 
chair one time to exit in case of a power outage.

EXTENDING FOOT, CALF AND 
KNEE MASSAGER
With underfoot rollers for optimized 
reflexology, heat in the calves to soothe 
tired muscles, and adjustable intensity for 
knees, calves and feet, the extendable leg 
rest automatically adjusts for your height.

USB AND WIRELESS CHARGING
Conveniently charge your device using 
the built-in USB port or wirelessly 
charge your compatible phone to truly 
unplug without the fuss. 

MEMORY SETTINGS  
Take a load off and let the chair remember 
the last setting used for shoulder height 
detection method, time preference, remote 
beep, and Bluetooth with even more 
available in the Human Touch App!
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The Human Touch® Super Novo 2.0 massage 

chair offers a new and distinctive user experience 

technology called Virtual Therapist®, available only 

in the Human Touch App. Combining the power of 

a Human Touch massage chair with owned voice 

assistance, the Super Novo 2.0 is the first massage 

chair to perfect a truly hands-free experience.

VIRTUAL THERAPIST®
RELAXATION REIMAGINED WITH

ADVANCED
FINGERTIP CONTROLS Easily manage the chair’s 

key functions at your 
fingertips using the 
convenient control panel.

Adjust volume

Toggle heat on and off

Rotate for stepped 
incline or recline

Quick press for easy power 
on and to launch the 
default auto program

Pause massage functions

Downloadable Human Touch App 
allows you to control the chair, indulge 
in immersive meditation audio, and 
access a range of other features from 
your Android or iOS device.
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DEFY GRAVITY®

THE ZERO GRAVITY POSITION CRADLES YOUR BACK AND ELEVATES YOUR LEGS ABOVE 
YOUR HEART, THE POSITION DOCTORS RECOMMEND AS THE HEALTHIEST WAY TO SIT.

Elevation of the legs 
above the heart helps 
improve blood flow

Neutral-posture positioning evenly distributes your 
body weight to eliminate painful pressure points

Zero gravity seating expands 
lung capacity, allowing for 
deeper, more relaxed breathing
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AVAILABLE IN SO- FHYDE UPHOLSTERY

SōfHyde is a leather-like polyurethane material that 
does not contain any animal hide or leather, making 
it easy care for your Novo.

Gray Cream Espresso 
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